A Kochen-Specker (KS) set is a specific set of projectors and measurement contexts that prove the BellKochen-Specker contextuality theorem. The simplest known KS sets in Hilbert space dimensions d = 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 are reproduced, and several methods by which a new KS set can be constructed using one or more known KS sets in lower dimensions are reviewed and improved. These KS sets and improved methods enable the construction of explicitly critical new KS sets in all dimensions, where critical refers to the irreducibility of the set of contexts.
Introduction:-Quantum contextuality, as first conceived by Bell, Kochen, and Specker [1, 2] , is an important subject in the study of the foundations of quantum mechanics, and has also been receiving recent attention because of its connection to quantum advantage in quantum information processing [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Quantum contextuality refers to the inability of a noncontextual hidden variable theory (NCHVT) to make exact predictions for the outcomes of all projective measurements that also reproduce the predictions of quantum mechanics. A set of mutually orthogonal projectors may be simultaneously measured, and we call any complete set of mutually orthogonal projectors a context, where completeness indicates that the set of projectors spans the system Hilbert space. A context defines a specific measurement procedure on the system, with each projector corresponding to a particular yes/no test that will be performed as part of the measurement. Noncontextuality is the assumption from classical physics that the predicted value of a given projector must be independent of what context it is measured in (i.e., independent of which other commuting projectors may be measured simultaneously).
The Kochen-Specker (KS) theorem proves that NCHVTs cannot be consistent with quantum mechanics by exhibiting a discrete set of projectors for which no noncontextual value assignment of 0 or 1 to all of the projectors is possible without violating the quantum rules that exactly one projector in every complete context comprised by the set must be assigned a 1, and no two orthogonal projectors can both be assigned a 1.
Specific sets of projectors with this property are called KS sets and the first, containing 117 projectors in dimension d = 3, was given by Kochen and Specker [2] . Since then, many more KS sets have been found in all dimensions d ≥ 3 , some simpler, and some more exotic. The set with the fewest projectors has just 18, which comprise 9 complete contexts in d = 4 [13] , while the set with the fewest complete contexts has just 7, comprised of 21 projectors in d = 6 [26] , and there are good reasons to believe that these are the simplest possible cases.
Because each projector in both of these KS sets belongs to two contexts, these sets also have a particular property, called parity, which makes the impossibility of NCHVT 0/1 assignments easy to see. A KS parity set is one in which the R projectors comprise an odd number B of complete contexts in such a way that each projector belongs to an even number of the contexts. Then a complete 0/1 assignment to all contexts would need to have an odd number B of 1s -one for each context, in order to obey the quantum prediction, but an even number in order to obey noncontextuality, making such an assignment impossible. The impossibility of noncontextual 0/1 assignments to KS sets without parity is not generally obvious and is verified through exhaustive computational checks.
The simplest KS sets are also critical, where a set is critical if removing any one context from it allows a noncontextual 0/1 assignment to the set of projectors such that exactly one projector is assigned the value 1 in each of the remaining contexts. Note that this definition puts the focus on minimal sets of complete measurement contexts rather than minimal sets of projectors. All of the KS sets that we discuss in this letter are critical KS sets, unless otherwise noted, and we will often drop the extra descriptor for brevity. Criticality is not generally obvious and must be verified through an exhaustive computational check.
The remainder of this letter is organized as follows: In the next section we review the smallest known KS sets in dimensions d = 3, 4, 6, 8 and discuss their properties. In the following section we review and improve methods introduced by Penrose and Zimba [8] , Cabello, Estebaranz, and García-Alcaine [14] , and Matsuno [15] for constructing new KS sets from one or more known KS sets in lower dimensions. We then apply these methods to the known KS sets in d = 4, 6, 8 to generate and catalog critical KS sets in all dimensions d ≥ 5, and conclude with a few remarks about the implications of this work.
The Simplest KS Sets:-Here we review the simplest known KS sets in d = 3, 4, 6, 8, which we will use as seeds to generate sets in all higher dimensions. We introduce the compact symbol R − B to denote a KS set with R distinct projectors (rays) and B complete contexts (bases). In general, the projectors in a given set may be of different ranks r and each may occur in a different number of contextswhich we call the multiplicity m of the projector. We can separate the projectors in the set into classes using these properties, and in the more detailed symbol we give a sequence of R One of the simplest known KS sets [10, 11, 13] has the compact symbol 18−9 and detailed symbol 18 it can affect the ranks of the projector in the resulting set.
Because both B 1 and B 2 are odd in a parity set, δ B is even, and thus the multiplicities of the projectors in the copied context always increase in even increments, ensuring the parity of the resulting KS set R − B. Note that we might also 1 also guarantees the criticality of the derived set R − B.
As an example, we apply this method to the 18 The bases from the two parent sets in our example have been paired off in an optimal way that gives rise to 9 rank-2 projectors within the set, and thus the 39 − 9 can be reduced to a 9 We hope that the new KS sets and methods we have presented, combined with the existing ones we have reviewed,
give an up-to-date picture of the state of the art. Beyond their foundational significance for tests of the Bell-KochenSpecker theorem or quantum nonlocality [29, 30] , the general hierarchy of minimal KS sets presented here should also be ideally suited for a number of proposed applications of KS sets, including quantum computation [3] [4] [5] [6] , quantum key distribution [31] [32] [33] , parity oblivious transfer [34] , random number generation [35] , quantum dimension certification [36] , and relational database theory [37] . 
